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Power Sprayer PS-1-EU

 PS-1-EU    Battery powered/rechargeable backpack EA 1 

      sprayer for coil cleaning 

 PS-1-UK    Battery powered/rechargeable backpack EA 1 

      sprayer for coil cleaning with UK plug

 PS-1W Replacement Wand for Power Sprayer EA       1

CATALOGUE NO. DESCRIPTION ORDER UOM ORDER MULTIPLE 

DiversiTech’s Power Sprayer makes coil cleaning 
easier and faster!  Designed as a backpack sprayer, 
it holds up to 15 litres of coil cleaning solution.  The 
battery powered unit will spray continuously for 10 
hours on a single charge.  Included are three different 
nozzles to give you the right spray for any situation.

It also features: padded backpack straps for a 
comfortable fit, plug-in charger for fast recharging, 
a convenient center mount handle, an extra long 
spray wand with curved tip for accurate application, 
and a large on/off valve which can lock in position 
for easier spraying of big jobs.  The large tank 
opening also makes it easy to add coil cleaner 
and mix to the correct ratio.  The Power Sprayer is 
compatible with all DiversiTech coil cleaners.

Includes plug-in battery charger with a 2 pin Euro 
(CEE 7/16) plug. 

PS-1-EU

SPRAYERS

Keep it simple with Pro-Universal™, the powerful indoor and outdoor 

coil cleaner that is safer for the user and kinder to the equipment.

Keep it simple.

PRO-UNIV  Concentrated universal coil cleaner

G2G-UNIV  Pre-mixed universal coil cleaner

GRAN-UNIV  Granular universal coil cleaner

ZAP-UNIV Aerosol universal coil cleaner

Acid impervious poly design with a full 5 year 
warranty.

The Hand Held Sprayer has a 48 oz. (1.4l) capacity, 
perfect for small areas.
 
The pump up sprayer has a 36” (91cm) reinforced 
hose, shut-off with lock-on feature for continuous 
spraying, a 2-piece nozzle that’s detachable for 
easy cleaning and fits directly to the shut-off or 
extension wand.

Compression Sprayers

CATALOGUE NO. DESCRIPTION ORDER UOM ORDER MULTIPLE 

1002

2601
2602
2603

 1002 Hand Held Sprayer (1.4l) EA 1

 2601 1 Gallon Wand Sprayer (3.8l) EA 1

 2602 2 Gallon Wand Sprayer (7.4l) EA 1

 2603 3 Gallon Wand Sprayer (11.4l) EA 1


